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Abstract
A simplifiedmodel is presented to predict the effective electrical conductivity of carbon nanotube
(CNT)-polymer composite with differentmaterial proportions, which is validated by the experiments
ofmulti-walledCNT/polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composites. CNTs arewell dispersed in a PDMS
matrix, and themixture is then cured and cast into thinfilms for electrical characterization. TheCNTs
are assumed to be statistically uniformly distributed in the PDMSmatrixwith the three-dimensional
(3D)waviness. As the proportion of CNTs increases to a certain level, namely the percolation
threshold, the discrete CNTs start to connect with each other, forming a 3Dnetworkwhich exhibits a
significant increase of effective electrical conductivity. The eight-chainmodel has been used to predict
the effective electrical conductivity of the composite, inwhich the contact resistance betweenCNTs
has been considered through the Simmons’ equation. The eight-chain network features can be
significantly changedwith themodification tomixing process, CNT length and diameter, andCNT
clustering and curling. AGaussian statistics-based formulation is used to calculate the effective length
of a single CNTwell dispersed in thematrix. Themodeling results of effective electrical conductivity
agreewith the experiments very well, which are highly dependent on a contact resistance between
CNTs and thewaviness of theCNTs. The effect of inner-nanotube distance and diameter of CNTs on
the effective electrical conductivity of the CNT/PDMS composite is also discussed.

1. Introduction

CNTs have been proposed as a sensormaterial due to their excellent electric properties [1, 2]. TheCNT’s
electrical conductance is highly sensitive to themechanical strain. The gauge factor (GF) for a single CNThas
been reported as high as −600 1000 [3].However, it is not straightforward to use single CNTs in engineering tests
due to their small size and high stiffness. UsingCNTs tomodify polymers provides a practical way to perform
strain and fracture sensing. For example, they have been used as strain sensors or damage indicators due to their
high strain sensitivity compared to conventionalmetallic-based strain sensors [4–6].Hu et al [7] studied the
strain sensitivity of epoxy-based composite with various types of CNTwhere the strain gauge factor reaches 20
under a static tensile loading using 1wt.%ofmulti-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT)/epoxy composites. In
addition,MWCNTpolymer-based composites have been used in various applications because of the superior
material properties of CNTs in electrical [1, 2], thermal [8, 9], andmechanical aspects [10, 11].

Yin [12] invented a novel strain sensormade of ferromagnetic particles (FMPs) andCNTs in PDMS for a
large strain capacity and a high sensitivity. FMPs andCNTs aremixed in a prepolymer under a highmagnetic
field. FMPs are aligned into chains [13–15]. Themixture is cured and solidified into a thin film, which is then
tailored into a tapewith the chain direction normal to thewidth direction. Although the electric conductivity of
PDMS is extremely small, a properly chosen volume fraction of CNTs can significantly improve the effective
conductivity of themixture for goodmeasurability.Moreover, FMP chains further improve the conductivity.
Therefore, along the chain direction, the electric conductivity of the tape ismuch higher than in other directions.
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Electrodes are attached onto the tape along thewidth directionwith a certain spacing, and gauge leads are used to
setup themeasurement circuit. In an actual test, the tapewill be glued to the surface of a test specimen. Because
PDMS is so compliant, the tapewill deform togetherwith the specimen surface, whichwill lead to significant
change of the electric conductivity of the tape, which can therefore sense the strain and fracture of the specimen.
Because the FMPs aremuch larger thanCNTs, the CNTmodified PDMS can be considered as amatrixmaterial
for FMPs. The effective electrical conductivity of CNTmodified PDMS is an important factor for sensor design
and development because it not only determines the strain sensitivity orGF of the sensor, but also because it
significantly affects the sensor fabrication and operation. The electrical behavior of CNT composites has been
studied [16–18]. Yan et al [19] developed amodel of the effective electrical conductivity for CNT composites
incorporating the interface effect with an average field theory. Some empiricalmodels based on percolation
theory agree well with experimental data [18, 20]. However, they cannot predict the effectivematerial properties
for composites with a large range of CNTproportions and varying physical parameters, such as the length and
diameter of CNTs.

Themicromechanical approach provides a reliablemethod for predicting the effectivematerial properties of
the composites consisting of different kinds of components using the analysis of a representative volume
element (RVE) or a unit cell [21]. Casas and Sevostianov [22] developed themicromechanicalmodel tofind the
effective electrical conductivity of a complex cortical bone. They established themodel based on the concept of a
resistivity contribution tensor. Cantournet et al [23] proposed an eight-chainmodel which captures the physical
deformation of an isotropic randomnetwork of an elastomer under different states of strain. They also applied
the concept toMWCNT-elastomer composites for a large strain deformation behavior of the composites where
the effect ofMWCNTs ismodeled via a constitutive element that tracks themotion ofMWCNTs in thematrix.

The purpose of this paper is to develop amicromechanicalmodel to predict the complex electric conduction
behavior of CNTmodified polymers with an increasing volume proportion of CNTs in PDMS. It is assumed that
theCNTs are well dispersed in the PDMS, and clustering of CNTs or segregation of CNTs from the PDMS is not
considered.When the proportion is below the percolation threshold, the CNTs are sparsely dispersed in the
insulative PDMSmatrix, and electron transport through the composite is veryweak. AsmoreCNTs are added,
the discrete CNTs start to connect with each other forming a three-dimensional(3D) network, which exhibits a
significant increase of effective electrical conductivity [24]. Although a single CNT can be treated as a one-
dimensional(1D) cylinder, due to the large aspect ratio of the its length to its diameter, it exhibits a 3Dwaviness
with the distance between two endsmuch less than theCNT’s actual length [25, 26], which can be described by
theGaussian statistics based formulation. The network of CNTs in the 3D volume is approximated by an eight-
chainmodel in a unit cell. The contact resistance betweenCNTs has been considered through the Simmons’
equation.

Inwhat follows, a simplifiedmodel based on a unit cell is developed to predict the electrical conductivity of
CNT/PDMS composites in section 2. Themodel takes into account the intrinsic and contact resistances of
CNTs. Section 3 presents the experimentalmethod to fabricateMWCNT/PDMS sensing composites using the
solution castingmethod. Section 4 shows and discusses themodeling and the experimental results in terms of
the critical volume fraction and the effective electrical conductivity at different volume fractions. The
comparison betweenmodeling and experimental results shows that the proposedmodel provides very good
agreement for electrical conductivity of theMWCNT/PDMS composites. Section 5 provides some conclusive
remarks.

2. Eight-chainmodel for effective electrical conductivity

WhenCNTs aremixed in a polymer, themicrostructure significantly depends on themixing effect andmaterial
proportion. Themicrostructure of PDMS containing 1wt.%ofwell dispersedCNTs is shown infigure 1.
Although a single CNT can be treated as a 1D cylinder, in a randomly dispersed CNT-polymer composite, a
CNT exhibits a 3D curvaturewith randomorientation. Because the polymer is electrically insulative, the
electron transport through theCNTnetwork significantly relies on the individual CNT’s geometry, CNT-CNT
connection, dispersion features and contact resistance. It has been a formidable task to simulate an actual CNT-
polymer composite for its effective electric conductivity. This sectionwill present a simplifiedmodel to idealize
the network feature of CNTs and to predict the percolation threshold and the effective electrical conductivity.

2.1. Effective length of a single CNT
Consider the example of carbon nanotube infigure 2. The geometry can be represented by a repeating hexagonal
sheet consisting of carbons. The carbon–carbon bond length is around A1.43 ˚ even though it varies with different
combinations [27, 28].

2
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Although a single CNTon a nanoscale can be considered as a 1Dhollow cylinder, due to its large aspect ratio,
it exhibits a 3Dwaviness. The distance between two ends ismuch less than theCNT’s length because of the
fabrication process of CNT aswell as the dispersion of CNTs in solvent. In order to represent the effective length
of CNT for a curling effect, we consider a single CNT as numerous repeating segments where one hexagonal
sheet of CNT ismodeled as a bead-stickmodel, which has a length of a3 . Thewaviness of the CNT results
from angles between two neighboring bead-stick units, which are caused by themixing effort. Assume that a
repeated unit is freely jointed to the neighboring unit randomly in a 3D space with an average angle denoted by γ.
For simplicity, the total real length and the averaged effective end-to-end distance of a CNT in the 3D space can
be, respectively, represented by theGaussian chain statistics [29] as follows:

=l aN3 (1)real

γ
γ

= +
−

l aN3
1 cos

1 cos
(2)eff

1
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

where the carbon bond length ≅a 1.43Å and the segment numberN should be very large, and a smaller γ
represents a stiffer CNTwhich only allows small orientation. Combining the above two equations provides

γ
γ

= +
−

l a l3
1 cos

1 cos
(3)eff real

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Although the angle γmay changewith themixing effort, in an average sense, it can be considered as a
constant for awell-mixedCNT-polymer composite. Therefore, the above equation can be rewritten as

=l k l (4)eff real

where the constant = γ
γ

+
−( )k a3 1 cos

1 cos
with a dimension of length evaluates thewaviness of CNTs in the

composite. Therefore, given two end points of a CNT, the real length of theCNT can be calculated as

= ( )l l k (5)real eff
2

Notice that because γ cannot bemeasured by experiments, the constant k, which combines a and γ, will be
obtained by a curve fitting of the effectivematerial behavior of the composite. Therefore, it is a parameter to be

Figure 1. SEM images ofMWCNTs in PDMS.

Figure 2. Illustration of a bead-stickmodel for CNT.
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determined in the data analysis. However, for one type of CNTs dispersed on a polymer through the same
mixing process, one can approximately assume k is the same even if the volume fractions of CNTs are different.

2.2. Eight-chainmodel for CNT-polymer composites
WhenCNTs are well dispersed into a polymermatrix at a certain proportion, they connect to each other,
forming a network, and significantly change the effectivematerial properties of the polymer.Without
considering any agglomeration of CNTs, a simplified unit cell has been proposed infigure 3 to describe the
network effect on the effective electrical conductivity of the composite under the following assumptions:

1. The random isotropic CNT network in a polymer matrix is represented by the repeated cubic unit cells with
eight CNTs along the diagonal directions [30, 31]. During the dispersion and fabrication process, because
CNTs are well coatedwith polymer, CNTs approach each other at the joints but do not physically or
chemically bondwith a direct contact. Therefore, in this study, we only consider a contact resistance by the
tunneling effect, which depends onCNTgeometry, CNT-to-CNT gap, and polymer type among other
factors [32].

2. Once a network forms, the ends of a CNT will come into contact with the ends of other CNTs disregarding
the effect of cross joints for twoCNTs coming into contact in themiddle range of theCNTs.Due to the high
contact resistance of the polymer, the electron transfer through the networkwill go through one end to
another end of aCNT and then to anotherCNTby the tunneling effect. Therefore, the cross joints do not
affect the electron transfer. Only end-to-end contact resistance betweenCNTs is considered due to a
configuration of the unit cellmodel.

3. For each of the eight chains in the unit cell, the CNT is actually not straight and the real length of CNT can be
calculated using equation (5).

Notice that in the present unit cell, when twoCNTs cross each other, because the contact resistance is
obviously higher thanCNT’s resistance, the electron transport will go through theCNT instead crossing-joint if
the situation of other joints stays the same. Therefore, the cross-joint electron transport is not considered in this
model. Indeed, this is a very rough approximation aswell as a significant simplification, because this idea unit
cell cannot really describe the complexmicrostructure of the network and theCNT’s orientationmay be
inconsistent with the electrical current direction, where the cross-joint electron transport is very common.
However, the proposedmodel provides a practical approach to evaluate the effect of CNT’s length and volume
fraction and the effect of CNT–CNTcontact resistance. Despite this limitation, when themodel is calibrated
with the effectivematerial behavior at a certain set of parameters, it can still provide very good predictions of this
complexmaterial system, as the end-to-end contact and the cross-joint contact produce the similar trend based
on the Simmon’smodel.

Because PDMS exhibits an electrical conductivity of ∼− − −10 10 S · m13 14 1 [33], the polymer can be
idealized to be non-conductive in thismodel. Therefore, electrical conduction only goes through oneCNT to
another in the non-conductive polymermatrix. Based onAssumption 2, the effective resistance of a single CNT
consists of its intrinsic resistance and the contact resistance by the tunneling effect between the next CNTs.

Figure 3. Idealized unit cell ofMWCNT/PDMS composite.
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= +R R R (6)CNT i c

where Ri is an intrinsic resistance of a CNT and Rc is a contact resistance betweenCNTs.
The estimation of conductance of a CNT is difficult since the conductance of a CNTdepends onmany

parameters, such as the number of current carrying shells, number of conducting channels for each shell,
intershell interactions, and the number ofmetallic shells [34]. In this study, a CNT is considered as a uniform
cylinder, and thus its intrinsic resistance can simply be calculated as:

π σ
=R

L

D

4
(7)i 2

i

where σi is the electrical conductivity of a CNT, L the length, andD the diameter of the CNT, respectively.
The contact resistance of CNTs dispersed in a polymermatrix also varies in awide rage [35, 36]. The contact

resistance betweenCNTs in the polymermatrix should be higher than that without thematrix since a thin non-
conductive polymer film exists betweenCNTs, which results in a dramatic increase in the contact resistance of
the composites. The contact resistance ofMWCNTs is described using Simmons’s equationwith the electrical
tunneling effect between twoCNTs separated by a thin polymer film [37].

φ
π φ=R

h t

ae m

t

h
m

(2 )
exp

4
(2 ) (8)c

2

2 1 2
1 2⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

where a is the contact areawhich is approximated byD2, × −e (1.6 10 J)19 is the unit electron charge,
× −h (4.1357 10 eV s)15 is the Planckʼs constant, t is the inter-nanotube distance, −m (0.511MeV c )2 is themass

of an electron, andφ is the potential barrier height. The inter-nanotube distance, t, is decreasedwhen the volume
fraction of CNTs is increased, which can be expressed as

α=
β( )t f (9)CNT

where fCNT is the volume fraction of theCNTs and bothα and β arematerial constants [38].
Here the volume fraction fCNT is related to the unit cell size lunit by

π= =

π( )
f

l

D

l

8 3
(10)

l D

CNT

3

2 4

unit
3

2

unit
2

unit
2

Therefore, for a CNT/polymer composite, once Ri and Rc for a single CNT are obtained, the effective electrical
conductivity of the CNT can be calculated by

σ σ=
+ R R

¯
1

1
(11)iCNT

c i

throughwhich theCNTnetwork can be idealized as perfectly connected CNTswith the effective electrical
conductivity σ̄CNT.

The effective resistance of a unit cell can be obtained by the equivalent circuitmodel based on a series-
parallel resistance network. Total resistance of a unit cell can bewritten as

=R R
1

2
(12)eff CNT

In the composite, electric current is considered to pass from the top surface to the bottom surface of the unit cell.
Therefore, the effective electrical conductivity of the composite in the unit cell is determined by

σ = =
l

R A l R

1
(13)eff

unit

eff unit unit eff

where lunit is the edge length of the unit cell. Given the physical properties of a type of CNT, once the proportion
of CNTs fCNT is provided, the effective electrical conductivity of theCNT σ̄CNT can be calculated by
equation (11). On the other hand, the unit cell length lunit and the corresponding real length of theCNT chain
can also be calculated by equations (10) and (5). Therefore, the effective electrical conductivity of the composite
σeff can be derived using equation (13).When the proportion of theCNTs is lower than the percolation
threshold, the unit cell length is so large that theCNTs cannot connect to each other, so the conductivity will be
extremely low, approaching zero.When the proportion of theCNTs is higher, one CNTmay crossmultiple unit
cells forming a complex network.
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3. Experiments

3.1.Material fabrication
In our experiments, chemical vapor deposition synthesizedMWCNTswith a purity of above 95.0% (Research
grade) and 85.0% (industrial grade)were both acquired fromNanoLab (Newton,MA). Research graded
MWCNTswere used for a percolation threshold of the composites. Two different lengths ofMWCNTs (1–5 μm
and 5–20 μm)were used, both of which exhibit a diameter of 15 nm. Industrial gradedMWCNTwas used to
compare themodeling result over a large range ofMWCNTs in the composite. Industrial gradedMWCNThas
5–20 μm in the length and 10–30 nm in the diameter. PDMS elastomer (Sylgard 184)was obtained fromDow
Corning, USA. Chloroformwas used fromFisher Scientific as a dispersion agent in order to obtainwell-
dispersedMWCNTs in thematrix.

Different volume fractions ofMWCNT/PDMS composites were fabricated by the solution castingmethod,
as shown infigure 4. About 50.0 ml of chloroformwas used as a solvent for the dispersion ofMWCNTswhich
exist in large agglomerates due to van derWaals intermolecular force betweenMWCNTs. Chloroformwas
successfully used to disperseMWCNTs in PDMS compared to any other solvents, which dissolved PDMSbase
polymer easily and allowed high quality dispersion ofMWCNTs [39].MWCNTandPDMSweremixedwith the
solvent using a shearmixer for 3 min. A horn-type ultrasonicator was applied to breakMWCNTagglomerates
and thusmade a proper dispersion ofMWCNTs in thematrix. In this study, the ultrasonicatorwas operated in a
pulsemodel (15 seconds on and 15 seconds off cycle) with 50%amplitude, which can reduce damage to
MWCNTs from the heat, for 30 min. Then, the solvent was evaporated at a high temperature ( ◦90 C) for 24 h. A
fully evaporatedmixture was thenmixedwith a cross-link agent by a shearmixer for 3 min. Then, a vacuum
chamberwas used to remove air bubbles inside the polymer for about 30 min. Finally, themixture was cured at

◦120 C for 1 hour. The composites with different volume fractions ofMWCNTswere prepared for the
measurements of electrical conductivity.

3.2. Characterization
The electrical conductivity of the composites wasmeasured using a Keithley 6517 B for a high resistance of the
composites, above Ω109 , and Fluke 8846 A for a normal resistance of the composites. The four-probe
measurement techniquewas employed to eliminate contact resistance between a probe and samples, as shown in
figure 5. Each test specimenwas cut into a rectangular shape (10 mm×50 mm × ∼ 1mm) from the sheets. The
thickness of the samples was examined using a scanning electronmicroscope (SEM). Silver paint was applied to
all electrodes of the samples tominimize further induced resistance. Five replicas were tested for each case of the
effective electrical conductivity. Volume resistance of the composites wasmeasured at room temperature and
thus the conductivity is calculated as

σ = L

RA
(14)

where L is a length between two inner electrodes,A is an area of the composites, andR is a resistance of the
composites.

Figure 4.Preparation ofMWCNT/PDMS composites.
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4. Results and discussion

In this study, we investigate the effect of the length of CNTs on the percolation threshold of electrical
conductivity of CNT/polymer composites, and conduct a parametric study comparing our simulation and
experimental data.

4.1. Effective length ofCNT
Figure 6 shows a characteristic of the effective length of CNTby comparing to the actual length of CNT, number
of element, and bond angles. Consider that the distance between two elements is 1.43 Å and the diameter of
CNT is 15 nm for the simulation. Figure 6(a) presents an effect of effective length in terms of the number of
elements and the three different bond angles. A larger bond angle between two elements leads to shorter effective

Figure 5.A schematic for four-probemeasurement.

Figure 6.Comparison between the actual length and the effective length.
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length of CNT compared to the actual length. An interesting point is that the required number of element for the
simulation is dependent on the bond angle based on the fact that actual CNT length is always larger than any
effective length. For instance, our approach for considering the bond angle as 0.5° is effective only if the element
number is higher than 50,000 in order to obtain a reasonable effective length of CNTs. Figure 6(b) shows the
comparison of a critical volume of CNTbetween actual length and effective length. The eight-chainmodel is
used so that the CNT length is related to the critical volume. Because the effective length of aCNT is lower than
the actual length, it generally provides a higher critical volume compared to one using the actual CNT length.
However, when the number of elements is small, our formulation is not applicable andmay provide
unreasonable results. As it controls the bond angle of the element, a higher critical volume fraction of CNTs is
required to form a network for a higher bond angle.

4.2. Percolation threshold
The percolation threshold is the critical volume fraction of aCNT/polymer composite to form aCNTnetwork.
In ourmodeling, the critical volume fraction is described by a unit cell incorporating eightMWCNT segments.
Figure 7 represents a critical volume fraction as a function of CNT length and bond angle of CNT elements. It is
found that physical changes ofMWCNTaffect the critical volume fraction. Increasing the length ofMWCNTs
leads to a low percolation threshold. Kim et al [40] examined the effects of an aspect ratio of theMWCNTs on
the electrical percolation threshold. They found that the higher aspect ratio ofMWCNTs had lower electrical
percolation thresholds due to their ease of contact with otherMWCNTs.Our experimental result also shows
that a long length ofMWCNT in PDMShas a lower critical volume fraction (0.00054) compared to a short
length ofMWCNT (0.00160). The discrepancy between results fromKim et al [40] and this study is very possibly
due to the difference of the dispersionmethod ofMWCNTs in these studies. In this simulation, the diameter of
CNTs is selected as 15 nm.Ourmodeling provides good agreement with our experiment for a range of 3∼ 5° for
the bond angle.

4.3. Effective electrical conductivity ofMWCNT/PDMS composite
In order to compare our experimental results with the proposedmodel, we investigatedmaterial properties of
MWCNT. The PDMS is generally known as a non-conductivematerial with a value of 2.5 × 10− −S · m14 1 for the
electrical conductivity. For simulation, the electrical conductivity ofMWCNT is assumed to be 10− −S · m14 1,
and length and diameter ofMWCNTare 12.50 μm and 10.00 nm, respectively, considering the damage caused
on physical properties ofMWCNTduring the sample preparation. The potential barrier height is also assumed
to be 5.00 eV according to previous studies [41, 42]. Figure 8 shows a comparison of themodeling results and
experimental data. From the experimental result, the percolation threshold level is around 0.11 vol.%,
indicating that the dispersion ofMWCNT is a kind of ideal state compared to other experiments [43, 44]. Two
constants for the inter-nanotube distance can be determined using afitting curve from the experimental data
showing that α = 0.245 and β = −0.215, respectively. Themodeling result shows good agreementwith the
experimental data conducted at the percolation threshold as well as at a large volume fraction ofMWCNTs in
the composites.

The inter-nanotube distance is an important factor inMWCNT/PDMS composites because it affects the
contact resistance ofMWCNTs verymuch. Although it is generally known that the film thickness between two

Figure 7.Volume fraction ofMWCNTat percolation threshold versus CNT length.
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MWCNTs varies with the volume fraction ofMWCNTs in the composite and the contact resistance by
tunneling effect decrease formoreMWCNT in the composite, the two constants in the relationship for the inter-
nanotube distance are quite different. For example,Mohiuddin andHoa [45] reported that two parameters were
estimated by a curvefitting from experimental data ofMWCNT/PEEK(Poly Ether Ether Ketone) composite.
Takeda et al [38] determined the inter-nanotube thickness based on other data [46, 47], where they estimated
the upper limit of thefilm thickness for electrical tunneling as about 1.8 nmand the film thickness as around
1.2 nm in a transition region. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the inter-nanotube thickness ofMWCNTs and the
contact resistance ofMWCNTwith previous results. The inter-nanotube thickness decreases with an increasing
inMWCNTvolume fraction in the composite in all cases. The comparisons show that our parameters chosen in
this study are reasonable for the simulation.

Figure 8.Comparison between themodeling result and the experimental results.

Figure 9.The effect of inter-nanotube distance on the contact resistance of the composites.
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4.4. Effect of the diameter ofMWCNTs
Figure 10 shows the influence of the diameter ofMWCNTon the electrical conductivity of different volume
fractions ofMWCNT/PDMS composites. The electrical conductivity dependence on the diameter ofMWCNT
is observed from themodeling results, which indicate that smaller diameter ofMWCNTcontributed to
decreasing overall electrical conductivity ofMWCNT/PDMS composites. A similar result is observed in the
experimental andmodeling studies [48, 49]. This can be explained by the fact that formoreMWCNTs at the
same volume fraction, amore conductive network formation is created, resulting in higher electrical
conductivity.

5. Conclusion

Amicromechanicalmodel based on the unit cell for predicting the effective electrical conductivity ofMWCNT/
PDMS composites has been proposed. Themodel was validatedwith the experimental results. It is found that
the proposedmodel predicts the percolation threshold and effective electrical conductivity verywell, which is
governed by the tunneling effect betweenMWCNTs and thewaviness of CNTs. Thefinding is valuable to sensor
design and fracture indication. The presentmodeling can provide an informative way to estimate the electrical
conductivity of CNT/polymer composites for strain sensor applications.
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